The gap equation with dressed propagators is solved in symmetric nuclear matter. Nucleon self-energies are obtained within the self-consistent in medium T matrix approximation. The off-shell gap equation is compared to an effective quasiparticle gap equation with reduced interaction. At normal density, we find a reduction of the superfluid gap from 6.5MeV to .45MeV when self-energy effects are included. superfluidity, nuclear matter 21.65.+f, 24.10.Cn, 26.60.+c
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The importance of pairing correlation in nuclear systems was realized very early [1] . In finite nuclei, pairing effects are known in the mass systematics of nuclei and the properties of deformed nuclei. In extended systems, nuclear pairing is expected to occur in the dense matter inside the neutron stars [2, 3] . Quantitative description of pairing correlations starting from bare nucleon-nucleon interactions is still limited. In medium effects, going beyond simple gap equation with free interaction, are important [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . The use of the induced interaction in the gap equation was studied for neutron matter leading to a significant reduction of the pairing strength [4, 5, 6, 7] . Another effect is due to the dressing of nucleons in an interacting system, leading to a modification of the density of states and of the effective energy gap [8, 9, 10] . From the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer result [13] , it is obvious that self-energy effects modifying the effective mass change the value of the superfluid gap. Furthermore, the reduced quasiparticle strength at the Fermi surface leads to a modification of the effective pairing interaction [8, 9, 10] .
Recently self-consistent in medium T matrix was calculated for nuclear matter [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] . In this approach ladder diagrams with dressed particle-particle and hole-hole propagators are summed
where p 1,2 = P/2 ± q, f (ω) is the Fermi distribution, and
is the self-consistent spectral function of the nucleon. The imaginary part of the corresponding retarded self-energy can be obtained from
b(ω) is the Bose distribution. The real part of the self-energy is related to ImΣ by a dispersion relation
with Σ HF (p) the Hartree-Fock self-energy. Eqs. (1), (3), (2), and (4) are solved iteratively. Numerical calculations with off-shell propagators are very complex; recently, the self-consistent T matrix approximation scheme was solved for a realistic interaction with several partial waves [19] . It is the aim of the present work to analyze the effects of the self-consistent dressing of fermion propagators on nucleon superfluidity for such a realistic interaction. For the case of the symmetric nuclear matter, the dominant pairing correlations appear in the 3 S 1 − 3 D 1 partial wave with the value of the superfluid gap of the order of several MeV's [20, 21, 22] . Such a large value of the superfluid gap is not seen in nuclear mass systematics for N ≃ Z nuclei. In the following, we demonstrate explicitly that self-energy corrections reduce the value of the superfluid gap to a small value in symmetric nuclear matter at saturation density ρ 0 .
From the Thouless criterion on the self-consistent T matrix at finite temperature, it is known that self-consistent dressing of nucleons reduces significantly the critical temperature [15] . Calculation performed in the normal phase of cold nuclear matter suggest a strong suppression of pairing correlations due nucleon dressing [16, 18] . However, no explicit calculation of superfluid properties with dressed propagators and realistic interaction is available. In Ref. [23] the gap equation with off-shell propagators
was solved for a simple interaction. In the above equation A s (p, ω) denotes the spectral function of the nucleon, including the diagonal self-energy Σ(p, ω) (obtained in the T matrix approximation) and the off-diagonal self-energy ∆(p) obtained from Eq. (5) itself; A(p, ω) is the spectral function of the nucleon dressed with the diagonal self-energy only (2). It was found that the superfluid gap for dressed nucleons is reduced by a factor 2 − 3 in comparison to the result of the quasiparticle gap equation. Self-energy effects can be effectively taken into account in a quasiparticle gap equation [9, 8, 10] . The first consequence of dispersive self-energy corrections to the propagator is that the superfluid energy gap is not the off-diagonal self-energy ∆(p) but [8] 
where
It means that if the position of the quasiparticle peak in A(p, ω) is given by :
the poles of the propagator in the superfluid are located approximately at
The quasiparticle strength at the poles ±E p of the superfluid propagator can be expressed, to a very good accuracy, by the quasiparticle renormalization strength Z p of the pole of the normal propagator [8] . The quasiparticle effective gap equation with dressed propagators is [8, 10] 
The effective interaction in the gap equation is renormalized by the factor Z 
In the present work, we calculate the diagonal self-energy in the T matrix approximation for symmetric nuclear matter in the range of densities .1 − 2ρ 0 . As a first approximation, a normal state of nuclear matter is assumed. Certainly, if a superfluid phase with a significant gap is present the approach must be modified [24] . However, to get a first estimate for the value of the gap with dressed propagators we can take diagonal-self energies (single-particle potential and scattering width) corresponding to the normal phase. It is a reasonable approximation around the saturation density where the resulting superfluid gap is small. It is analogous to approaches using Brueckner-Hartree-Fock single particle spectrum or variational wave functions calculated in the normal phase as input for the gap equation. We use the separable Paris interaction for the calculation of the spectral functions [19] . From the real part of the self-energy, we obtain the single-particle energies ω p and the quasiparticle strength Z p .
In Fig 1 are presented the values of the superfluid energy gap Z pF ∆(p F ) at the Fermi momentum obtained in the different approximations. We calculate the pairing gap in the 3 S 1 − 3 D 1 channel for the Paris interaction using an angle averaged gap for the off-diagonal self-energy. The largest value of the superfluid gap comes from the gap equation with the bare interaction (11) where the sole influence of the nuclear medium comes trough the modification of single-particle energies. On the other hand, the gap equation with dressed propagators (5) leads to much smaller values of the superfluid gap. We find the maximal value of the superfluid gap∆(p F ) ≃ 2.2MeV at .5ρ 0 . At the saturation densitŷ ∆(p F ) = .45MeV. The last value is significantly smaller than the corresponding BCS gap (11) ∆(p F ) = 6.5MeV. The reasons are twofold. First, the effective energy gap is Z p ∆(p) instead of ∆(p) due to the dispersive self-energy [8] . Second, the spectral functions for fully dressed nucleons (A(p, ω) and A s (p, ω)) give an effective reduction of the density of states at the Fermi surface [8] . Both effects are taken into account in the effective gap equation with reduced interactions (10) . Indeed, the superfluid gap obtained from the effective gap equation (10) is close to the solution of the full equation (5).
In Fig. 2 are compared the kernels of the full gap equation (5) 
and of the effective gap equation (10) 
As expected, close to the Fermi momentum the kernel appearing in the gap equation with full spectral functions can be approximated by the renormalization of the quasiparticle poles in the quasiparticle gap equation. The momentum integration in the 3 S 1 − 3 D 1 gap equation cannot be restricted to the vicinity of the Fermi momentum only. Differences between the kernels of the gap equations at low momenta lead to small differences in the resulting gaps (Fig. 1) . It must be stressed, however, that to a reasonable accuracy, the effective kernel (13) is a good approximation of the kernel of the full gap equation (12) and describes the mechanism of the reduction of the superfluid gap by nucleon dressing. It means that the background part of the spectral function does not modify significantly the effective interaction between quasiparticles in the gap equation.
Similar effects are visible in the temperature dependence of the superfluid gap. The largest gap and the largest critical temperature is obtained from the gap equation with the bare interaction (Fig. 3) . The gap equation with dressed nucleons (5) and the effective gap equation (10) give much smaller values for the critical temperature. The single-particle potential is weakly dependent on the temperature [19] , and the gap closure is due in all the approaches to the phase space factor 1 − f (ω) − f (ω ′ ) . At the critical temperature the effective gap equation (10) corresponds to the Thouless condition for the quasiparticle T matrix with a reduced interaction Z 2 k V (p, k) [8] . We calculate the superfluid gap for the deuteron channel with off-shell propagators. The spectral functions serving as input for the gap equation are obtained in the self-consistent T matrix approximation. The most important result is the strong reduction of the superfluid energy gap in symmetric nuclear matter in comparison to results obtained with bare interactions. The superfluid gap is .45MeV at the saturation density. This small value is compatible with common knowledge from nuclear mass systematics. As a byproduct, we study the quasiparticle gap equation with effective interactions. We find a reasonable agreement with the results obtained with complete spectral functions. Therefore, the effective interaction Z 2 k V (p, k) is a good starting point for the study of other many-body effects, such as the role of the induced interaction [4, 5, 6, 7, 25, 26, 27] , for the pairing channel. In neutron matter a similar reduction of the superfluid gap is expected. The effect would be smaller since in medium dispersive effects are weaker [9, 10] .
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